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 Gautam Ganguly

T  ime was when the usher
ing of autumn season  was
welcomed  in our state
for providing respite from
heat and humidity  besides

igniting passion of  theatre aficiona-
dos to  watch  plays performed by dif-
ferent  mobile theatre groups and to
derive immense aesthetic pleasure  in
an all pervading festive atmosphere.
The highly professional mobile the-
atre groups with their scintillating
performance   were   prolific source of
entertainment to the  connoisseurs of
dramas spread across length and
breadth of the Brahmaputra valley
during the entire winter season. While
the city of Guwahati  had always been
a reservoir of various recreational av-
enues  with abundance of sports and
cultural activities at any given time,
the mobile theatre groups
(BHRAMYAMAN NATOK GOSTHI)
became as  inseparable as the dear

annual  festivals for the  entertainment-
starved suburb populace   during the
early 70s to mid 90s.

‘A nation is known by the stage’,

 Mobile Theatres of Assam:
A Journey Down Memory Lane

goes the English saying. High dramat-
ic sensibility, lofty artistic   taste   of
the  audience  of Assam coupled with
their   euphoric  response    had a tell-
ing    impact   on the quality  of mobile
theatres in the formative years. Any
performing art   has always thrived on
the positive response and patronage
of its clienteles across the world. In-
spired by the   ecstatic response of the
audience,     irrespective of education-
al ,cultural, ethnic  and economic dif-
ferences, one saw the gradual  ascen-
dancy  of  the  mobile theatre  groups
that  had  culminated  into  producing
a number of   breath-taking and  stu-
pendous plays ranging from , ‘Miri
Jiyonri’, Mahabharat  to Shakespeare’s
immortal  creations   from   mid 70s
onwards. (Barak valley excluded).

Traveling down memory lane, I
fondly remember the sheer brilliance
with which Shakespeare’s  ‘Othello’
was presented  in 1979 by ‘Kohinoor;
keeping close vigil on the minutest
details.    We   were    overwhelmed by
the quality of  faithful  recreation of

Shakespeare’s  classic. The profession-
al skill and  competence  with which
the audience was transported  to the
Shakespearian age  was  mind blow-

ing.     Tohfique Rehman in the role of
‘ Othello’ was just  superlative  and so
was  late Mahananda Sarmah in his
role  of ‘ Iago’. The oft-quoted dia-
logue   in the  climax  scene,  ‘ Put out
the light  and then ..’   was   brilliantly
translated. The fact that the  whole set
of   packed audience,   many of whom
unfamiliar with the  drama, were kept
glued to their seats   magnify  the ex-
tent of  brilliance of the  venture.

‘Andhakup’ ,  a suspense  thriller,
remains etched in memory  primarily
due to maestro,  Dr. Bhabendra Nath
Saikia’s  unmistakable mastery and
deft  touch.     Written and directed
by  all respected  Dr.  Saikia,,   the
play   was   exciting  and had kept
the audience  on tenterhooks  till the
end .    Suren Mahanta in the role of
police inspector was simply superla-
tive.   ( 1982).

Staging    of  ‘Mahabharat’,  the
epic,    was   a roaring success and
heralded  a new horizon in technical
excellence for the mobile theatre
groups  .     Watching    the  ‘ Kuruksh-
etra  war’  on-stage  was  simply pul-
verizing for the  connoisseurs.  The
sight of two arrows  hitting each oth-
er coming from opposite direction
and resultant flash of lightning was
spectacular. ‘Lord Krishna ‘  in His
chariot  giving advice to ‘Arjuna’  had

caught  imagination of the audience.
It  can be safely  asserted that  no
Indian state  could even  dream of
staging ‘ Mahabharat’   in 1983.

A milestone play titled, ’  Xuron-
gor Xeshat’ ( At the end of  tunnel)  be-

came ravishingly  successful  in the
year 1984.  Superlative acting by all
artistes  led by Tohfique  Rehman,  out-
standing  screen play,  awe-arousing

back ground  music  have
all combined  together  to
make  the highly tensed
drama  unforgettable.
Even  when  Akashvani
Guwahati  used  to broad-
cast this  drama,  it was im-
mensely popular . The vi-
sual impact of this drama
was   as  enormous as that
of   all time hit films  in
Indian celluloid  like ‘Dr.
Bezboruah’  and ‘  Sholay’
etc.

Those of us always,,
wailing and lamenting for
‘what we lack in our state’
and look for  neighbour-
ing state,   need to be as-
sured categorically that
mobile theatres and  their
visual extravaganzas
have been   the  embodi-
ments  of  rich  Assamese
culture  and aesthetic tradition.   ‘Jatra’,
‘Bengal’s  popular form of entertain-
ment  once upon a time,  devoid of

modernity,  bereft of technology  be-
sides being too rustic,  had little im-
pact on modern  populace and died its
natural death.  Mobile theatres in As-
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T  he BJP’s high-profile immersion
of former Prime Minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee’s ashes in rivers
has not impressed everyone in
Uttar Pradesh. While many feel

that the ‘tamasha’ would not have earned
the approval of the late leader himself, a
small section in the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) feels that the event was commensu-
rate with the stature of Vajpayee, who died
on August 16.

More than half of the State government
was on duty for the ‘asthi kalash visarjan’
on August 23.

There were thousands of posters,
banners and hoardings with Vajpayee’s
pictures and couplets dotting the landscape
of Lucknow, which he represented in the
Lok Sabha five times.

Many here feel that the saffron camp
was going overboard.
“It is strange, even bizarre,” said an elderly
chemist, a self-confessed Vajpayee fan near
the Burlington Square when he saw the
heavily-guarded cavalcade pass through.

BJP’s public love for Vajpayee has plenty of critics

Pointing out how Vajpayee was almost
a forgotten ‘marg darshak’ (mentor) of the
BJP since he faded away from public life
after a paralytic stroke, Amitosh Misra said it
was evident that the party planned to gain
votes from the display of mass affection.

Bal Krishna Chowrasia, a pan seller at
Qaiserbagh, couldn’t agree less. He blamed
the ruling party for not only forgetting
Vajpayee but also consigning his legacy to
the bin – until he died.

“Ye sab natak hai (It is all drama),” he said.
At Jhulelal Park, on the banks of Gomti,

a middle-aged rickshaw puller threw rose

petals at the urn procession but was amused
at the sudden attention the late leader was
getting.

A resident of Hardoi, he said: “People say
the dead man was better than the present
dispensation (Modi).”

A retired bureaucrat who served the Uttar
Pradesh government when Vajpayee was the
Prime Minister, told IANS that he was both
shocked and dismayed at the way the late
leader’s remains were paraded.

“It is okay if the BJP wants to mourn its
leader and remember him the way they want.
But look at how they have painted every
corner of the city... We can see the lure of
votes.”

“Now they are suddenly remembering
Atal Bihari Vajpayee. Until now he was in
the dustbin,” said Sachhidanand Gupta, a
Lucknow resident.

Kishan Chait, a resident of Mainpuri,
also slammed the BJP for turning a sombre
affair into another event. A lawyer by
profession, he wants the BJP to stop its
“event management type of politics”. (IANS)

(Mohit Dubey can be contacted at
mohit.d@ians.in)

sam  in contrast have been going from
strength to strength  keeping  perfect
balance between   modernity  and tra-
dition .

As an ardent connoisseur,  I  feel
that the first phase of glorious jour-
ney of Assam’s  mobile theatre had
reached its sky-rocketing climax with
‘Titanic’ ,  directed by  Hemanta Dut-
ta.  At a time when the whole world
was overwhelmed by the million Dol-
lar worth Hollywood movie,  we wit-
nessed Helicopter landing and the vast
Atlantic on small stage !!  Theatrical
adaptation  of , ’Titanic’  has received
unanimous accolades across the coun-
try and even in Hollywood.   Hemanta
Dutta’s   own performance in the role
of   captain  of  the sinking Titanic has
been stunning.

At the risk of  being  branded  as
an ‘old timer’  suffering  from  ‘gener-
ation gap  syndrome’, I  would prefer
to watch old classics on the stage rath-
er than the present  decadent  effort to
pamper and cater to the taste of ‘ Bol-
lywood infatuated audience’  while
offering my humble tribute  to,  Ac-
chut Lahkar, Ratan Lahkar, and Krish-
na Lahkar the stalwarts, the doyen  of
Assamese mobile theatre .

Pointing out how Vajpayee
was almost a forgotten ‘marg
darshak’ (mentor) of the BJP

since he faded away from
public life after a paralytic

stroke, Amitosh Misra said it
was evident that the party

planned to gain votes from the
display of mass affection.
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•Ê‚◊ÊŸ „Ë Ÿ„Ë¥, ß¥‚ÊŸ ÷Ë ∑‘§⁄U‹ ∑§Ë ’Ê…∏U ∑§Ê Á¡ê◊ŒÊ⁄U
 ŒÈπ ∑§Ë ’ÊÃ ÃÙ ÿ„ „Ò Á∑§ ◊È‚Ë’Ã ∑‘§ ß‚ Œı⁄U ◊¥ ÷Ë ⁄UÊ¡ŸËÁÃ ‡ÊÈM§ „Ù ªß¸ „Ò–

∑‘§¥Œ˝ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ ¬˝œÊŸ◊¥òÊË Ÿ⁄U¥Œ˝ ◊ÙŒË ∑‘§ „flÊß¸ ‚fl¸ˇÊáÊ ∑‘§ ’ÊŒ zÆÆ ∑§⁄UÙ? L§¬∞ ∑§Ë
◊ŒŒ ∑§Ê ∞‹ÊŸ Á∑§ÿÊ ÕÊ– ß‚‚ ¬„‹ ªÎ„◊¥òÊË ⁄UÊ¡ŸÊÕ Á‚¥„vÆÆ ∑§⁄UÙ? L§¬∞ ∑§Ë
‚„ÊÿÃÊ ⁄UÊÁ‡Ê ÉÊÙÁ·Ã ∑§⁄U øÈ∑‘§ Õ– ¬⁄U ßŸ ŒÙŸÙ¥ ‚ ‚ı ∑§⁄UÙ? íÿÊŒÊ ‹ª÷ª ‚ÊÃ
‚ı ∑§⁄UÙ? L§¬∞ Á∑§ ⁄UÊ„Ã ⁄UÊÁ‡Ê •∑‘§‹ ‚¥ÿÈQ§ •⁄U’ •◊Ë⁄UÊÃ Ÿ ŒŸ ∑§Ë ÉÊÙ·áÊÊ ∑§⁄U
ŒË, Á¡‚ ¬⁄U ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄UË •Áœ∑§Ê⁄UË•?¥ªÊ ‹ªÊ ⁄U„ „Ò¥– ßŸ∑§Ê ∑§„ŸÊ „Ò Á∑§ ∑‘§¥Œ˝ Ÿ ÿ„
ŸËÁÃªÃ »Ò§‚‹Ê Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò Á∑§ •Ê¬ŒÊ•Ù¥ ‚ fl„ •¬Ÿ SÃ⁄U ¬⁄U ÁŸ’≈UªÊ •ı⁄U ∑§Ùß¸

’Ê„⁄UË ‚„ÊÿÃÊ Ÿ„Ë¥ ‹ªÊ–

∑§∑˝§Ê¤ÊÊ⁄Êfl •ÊÿŸ Á‚Á’ÕÊÿ ◊Êfl’ÊŒÊÿÊ ¡Ù’‹Ê¢’Êÿ Á’
Á≈ Á‚ÿÊ •ÊÿŸ ’ÊÿŸÊŸÒ ‚ÙÁ‹ŸÙ „ÊÿÊπÒ — „Êª˝Ê◊Ê
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